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ABSTRACT

■ -AM EXPERIMENTAL: IIWESTIGATIOW OF THE 

OOANDA PHENOMENON 
by

Edwin George Triner

An investigation was conducted of a compressible turbulent 
jet emanating from a two dimensional slot discharging into ambient 
air. The slot was placed contiguous with and tangentially to a 
curved deflection surface. The clinging propensity of the jet 
for the bound curved surface is known as the "Coanda Effect11, 
Considerations of augmentation and mixing efficiencies of primary 
and secondary flow have been subordinated to the experimental 
investigation of the turning propensities of the MCoanda Phenomenon", 
An analysis of the data obtained gave rise to the following con
clusions:

1, Jet flow can be turned as much as 180 degrees with 
reasonable high turning efficiency,

2, There is no flow detachment with subsequent reattach
ment throughout the jet turning radius. The flow remains sensibly 
attached throughout the entire turn radius,

3, The centrifugal acceleration acting on the turning jet
is exactly counterbalanced by the pressure difference across the jet,

4, Turning Efficiencies (the ratio of measured lift to 
measured axial thrust) of up to 97% have been recorded for 90 degrees 
of turn,
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1o1 General
Ever since the advent of man's interest in invading the 

medium previously the exclusive domain of birds and other winged 
members of the animal kingdom, consideration has been given to the 
development of machines which would bring flying into the realm of 
reality for man. The basic problem of machines designed for heavier 
then air transport is in the creation of lift by the downward 
momentum of air equal to or greater than the weight of the machine itself»

While momentum is a function of velocity, the energy required 
to produce this momentum is a fuction of the velocity squared.
This leads one to the conclusion that for optimum efficiency, it 
is essential that the speed of the mass of air propelled downward 
should be minimized while the mass of air set in motion should be 
maximized.

The earliest solution of this problem was resolved in two 
stages. The initial stage consisted of a method for imparting high 
velocities to a small mass of air. The resultant momentum was then 
employed to impart a horizontal motion to a unit of relatively 
formidable proportions in contact with a large mass of air. This 
unit would then impart a small velocity to a large mass of air in 
a direction perpendicular to its own motion, for the purpose of

2
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obtaining the required momentum in this desired direction. The 
foregoing can be readily recognized as the airplane solution where 
the propeller, airscrew, and/or jet is the first stage and the 
airfoil with its horizontal motion is the second stage.

The propeller or jet influencing a relatively small area 
induces very high velocities in the air upon which it acts. While 
this results in a high kinetic energy but low momentum, the momentum 
is sufficient to move the aircraft. Since the surface area of the 
wings is large, a we11-designed wing will obtain a small downward 
velocity of a large mass of air resulting in a large momentum.
Hence, we see that the initial energy is translated into a downward 
momentum through a two stage process.

It can be readily seen that as the sweep area (defined as 
the span of the wing and the distance it travels) increases, the 

momentum increases per given quantity of energy. This increase in 
sweep area can be accomplished either by large spans traveling at 
slow speeds (the glider) or smaller spans at faster speeds (the 
airplane).

While the airplane solution seems perfectly satisfactory 
at first, with the advent of requirements for increased speed, range, 
and payload, complications set in which made the search for alter
natives essential. Illustrative of some of the difficulties of 

high performance aircraft is the requirement for increased speeds 
for take-off and landing. This establishes the necessity for long 
runways. In addition to high cost of airport construction and 
maintenance, lengthy runways inflict a rigidity on military
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flying which is unacceptable. Fighter aircrafts for example, 
must be able to operate from small, hastily prepared strips close 
to the theater of operations. Restricting these aircraft to fixed 
bases containing long runways which were installed at considerable 
cost of labor, equipment, and time, imposes a limitation on the 
utility of military aircraft which mitigates their usefullness.

The above limitations were some of the reasons why almost at 
the same time that the airplane solution was being investigated, 
an alternative solution was being sought. This took the form of 
attempting to utilize the energy source directly over a large area 
for the purpose of obtaining the momentum required to provide the 

necessary lift. It was apparent at the start that the mechanical 
efficiency of such a device would be inferior to that of the air
plane. Nonetheless, the helicopter was developed with its diminished 
horizontal speeds and highly intricate power plant.

The all-too apparent limitations of the first two solutions 
sparked the investigation of a third solution which would have a 
minimum of cumbersome machinery, would be capable of utilizing the 
energy available to move a large mass of air in a downward direction 
with small velocity, and would impart high horizontal speed to the 
aircraft.

The above considerations were the forerunner of what is today 
known as the * Coanda Effect'.

To be more definitive concerning the specific areas of con
sideration pursued in the quest for a suitable third solution, 
intensive stqdy was conducted to determine how, for a given amount
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of energy, one could obtain the greatest possible momentum by direct 
action on the surrounding air. The employment of the kinetic energy 
of a gaseous jet acting on the surrounding air was conceived.
An attempt was made to turn a jet of air without ducting and in 
addition to cause the jet to induce motion of a large mass of air 
in a direction parallel to the movement of the jet. It was found 
to be necessary to have the pressure of the jet when it left its 
conduit lower than the surrounding air. This induced movement of 
the secondary air not only as a result of friction but more importantly 
as a consequence of the pressure difference between the secondary 
air and the lower pressure primary jet. It was conceived that a 
suitable solution would be to have the jet, once departed from its 
conduit, follow an asymmetric nozzle one side of which would be a 

real wall and the other fictitious, formed by the ambient atmosphere.
In actual fact, this ’Effect1 is the fruition of over three 

score years of investigation and research commencing about the turn 
of the century.
1.2 Historical Development

In the early portion of the year 19^4, the Combined Intelligence 
Objectives Sub-Committee of the G-2 Division, SHAEF (HEAR) began 

investigating reports of the development of some phenomenon which 
could be used in propulsion units (Ref 31). These disclosed that a 
M. Coanda, a Rumanian inventor, situated in Paris had developed a 
much-discussed "Coanda Effect8 which he claimed had widespread 
application in a variety of propulsion devices.

In October I9khs two officers. Flight Lieutenant Sproule of
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The Royal Air Force and Lieutenant Robinson of the United States 
Naval Reserve were sent to Paris to interview M. Coanda and report 
their findings (Ref 19). In Paris they were able to locate the 
housekeeper of Coanda who advised them that M. Coanda was in prison 
pending a charge of collaboration with the Germans„ Through Mrs. Coanda 
whose address they obtained from the housekeeper, they were able to 
obtain the prison address of M„ Coanda. Securing permission from 
the French authorities, they visited M. Coanda in prison on 29 Octo
ber 19hh. The interview was sufficiently impressive to warrant 
inclusion in Flight Lt. Sproule1s report of the following recom
mendation; . .an eye should be kept on M. Coanda and the French 
should be persuaded not to shoot him".

It appears that M. Coanda had originally become interested at 
the beginning of the century in exploiting a theory of his concerning 
the kinetic flow of fluids called the gCoanda Effect8. M. Coanda 
described the ’Effect8 as the phenomenon which occurred when a jet 
of air is emitted at high speed from a slot over one half of a 
divergent passage. The original direction of the jet is changed 
and further deflection can be effected by subsequent additions to 
the divergent wall placed at increased angles to the prior portion.
In addition, the mass flow and velocity of the jet is increased.

The jet can be turned as much as 180 degrees from the original 

direction of flow, it is claimed, by the proper design of the 
divergent wall, with the outer side of the wall simply ambient air. 
Referring to diagrams A, B, and C, on the following page, a mass of air 
is being ejected from a slot at A. If one half a divergent passage
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is fitted to the slot as shown at B, the direction of the jet 
of air will be deflected to follow the plate and in addition, air 
will be entrained from the free stream as shown in C.

m i  i ,  i i i . 1  I i l i  i i l l  I  i n f !

EE=r>
777TT7777T777TT7T7

A

If to the first portion of the divergent plate a second plate 
is fitted in series at an increased angle, the jet will be turned 
through this increased angle and additional free air will be entrained 
by the primary jet. Optimum angles of the plates determined by 
Coanda are approximately 51 degrees for the first, 28 degrees for 
the second, 25 degrees for the third, etc., decreasing by about 3 
degrees for each stage.

Coanda attempted in the early phases of his experiments to 
apply this effect to augmenting flow through a nozzle for the 
purpose of producing additional thrust by the entrainment of 
secondary air. He conducted studies on the design of exhaust systems 
for reciprocating engines in order to improve scavenging.

In 19U2, Coanda obtained a contract from the Germans for the 
development of a propulsion system for snow sleds for use presumedly 
in the U.S.S.R. This gave added incentive to the research on thrust
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augraentors, although thrust augmentation had been considered to be 
a primary application of the principle by Coanda for some time. 
Experiments were conducted on nozzles varying in throat size from 
20 to 100 ram (Fig 1), The Germans discontinued the work in about 
a year, Coanda claimed that he had obtained sufficient data to 
reaffirm the value of such a device.

By the early 19hOss the Usines Chasson, motor car radiator 
manufacturers in Asnieres, Paris, developed the use of the 'Coanda 
nozzle' to induce flow through a radiator. They conceived the con
cept of employing the engine exhaust gases as the working fluid.
They built a 150 mm nozzle with a ,10 mm slot. When using air as 

the working fluid at a pressure ratio of Is 1,5, they were able to 
induce a flow of twenty times that of the working fluid, (Ref !).)„

Coanda constructed a rotary pump for use in pumping gases and 

fluids based on his 'Effect1, The Conservatoire des Arts and Metiers 
tested the pump and reported that it produced an almost perfect 
vacuum at a very high efficiency (Ref U).

In the early part of 1950, experiments were conducted with 
the 'Coanda phenomenon1 by placing a 'Coanda slot' at the entrance of 
a nozzle designed for underwater propulsion. The best results were 
obtained by the design depicted in Figure 2, Satisfactory pro

pulsive efficiencies have been obtained by such a device. While it 
is a question whether its performance is significantly better than 
a good propeller, it has the decided advantage of not being sub
jected to cavitation problems at high speeds. Experiments have

/

shown that best results are obtained by placing the slot at approx-
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imately 8% of body length from the nose.
This led to the speculation by Coanda on the use of his ’Effect* s 

on Mings to control the flow; in jet engines built into the body 
so that the fluid is emitted from a slot around the nose of the 
body; on water craft supported by planing surfaces and propelled 
by ’Coanda nozzles’; and many other items.
1.3 Chronological Review of the Literature 

1.3.1 Thrust Augmentation

While there have been many facets of the ’Coanda Effect' 
investigated, the preponderance of research has been primarily- 
directed toward the investigation of the phenomenon of thrust 
augmentation and turning efficiencies. The quest for thrust aug
mentation led, as previously discussed, to the further development 
of such devices as ejectors, or to the utilization of the tendency 
of flow to cling to a surface. In the case of jet ejectors, a pri
mary jet is employed internally to increase the mass flow rate of 

the secondary air. When, the jet is emitted along an outer surface 
and mixes with the ambient air, this clinging flow phenomenon is 
thought to augment the flow.

One of the earliest studies of thrust augmentation employing 
the principle of clinging flow was the reported work of M. Lafay 
in 1918. An idea was developed for "decreasing the resistance 
opposed by the air to a projectile by providing them in front with 
a sort of beak which emits transversely, through a circular orifice, 
a sheet of fire" (Ref U). With modification of the size of the beak.
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M. Lafay was able to reduce the initial drag to 50%, There is no 
indication of the energy required for this project.

Schubauer performed somewhat similar tests utilizing an ex
ternal ejector on the nose of a dirigible in 1933« He found that he 
actually obtained a thrust loss when compared with the thrust avail
able by placing the nozzle at the stern of the dirigible.

Numbered among these early experimenters was M. Coanda, 
who envisioned employing the concept of clinging flow in a variety 
of devices. His proposed applications were all based upon his 
finding that if air is emitted from a slot or nozzle, and if a 
series of surfaces are attached to one side of the flow at increased 
angles to the original axis of flow, there is an increase in the 
mass flow of the fluid and the tendency for it to follow the 

surface while entraining ambient air. The primary concept is il
lustrated by a rectangular two dimensional jet adjacent to a wall 
that sharply intersects another wall at approximately 30 degrees.
The jet tends to separate from the angled surface creating a pres
sure drop on the side nearest the bound surface. This in turn 
causes the jet to deflect toward the angled wall. By using a 
series of flat plates each at approximately a thirty degree angle 
to the preceeding one, the jet can be turned as much as 180 degrees. 
Coanda was firmly convinced that the sharp corner was responsible 
for turning the jet.

The earliest theoretical analysis of this particular type of 
clinging flow phenomenon (Coanda Effect) was accomplished by Metral 

(Ref 13) in 1939 using potential theory. He considered the case of
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an ideal incompressible fluid with the flow restricted to two 
dimensions. His analysis concluded that the mass flow rate could 
be increased considerably.

A somewhat similar approach was employed by Lighthill (Kef 10) 
in 19U5. He studied the propensity for flow to cling to a smoothly 
curved surface for the purpose of incorporating this tendency into 
the design of wind tunnels.

Still another theoretical analysis of thrust augmentation was 
the subject of a paper by Von Karman (Ref 25). He compared the 
augmentation which can be realized by introducing a primary jet into 
a secondary flow under two conditions;

a. where the secondary flow is parallel to the primary
flow and the velocity of the former is uniformly distributed.

to the primary
jet but the pressure and velocity distribution are
variable.

! " =

He concluded that the possible flow augmentation is much greater in 
the second case where the secondary flow is variable. He reasoned 
that since the flow distribution is much more variable as it



approaches a boundary than it would be far removed from a surface«, 
the Coanda phenomenon, wherein the primary flow is introduced 
proximate to the wall, can be explained by the increased thrust 
augmentation resulting from a variable velocity secondary flow 
rather than any "mysterious flow of the fluid around sharp edges".

The USAF commissioned Voedisch (Ref 22) to analyze the 
Coanda Effect in 19̂ -7. He traced the development of applications 
of the Coanda. phenomenon analyzing each of the various devices. He 
reported that;

"The Coanda phenomenon consists of the following individual 
effects;

"1. An increase in the mass flow and velocity of a fluid 
issuing from the exit section of a rectangular or annular 
nozzle or slot by placing one side of the exit wall at an 
acute angle to the direction of initial flow. The config
uration of the two walls forms an offset divergent nozzle, 
which produces a greater mass flow than a simple nozzle."

"2. Deflection of the mass flow through an angle, by means 
of a series of surfaces at acute angles to each other. The 
deflection of a fluid by means of a smoothly curved wall 
is well known, and various simple and useful applications 
can be cited and experiments made to show this. By the use 
of steps, such as in the Coanda device, it is plausible that 
the total angle of deflection may be greater, since by the 
use of a sharp corner, such as is formed by two of the surfaces, 
the mass flow is strongly accelerated and the slight separation 
causes a turbulence which produces an augmented mixing and a 
renewed boundary layer energy. It might be better to use a 
smoothly curved surface until just before separation would 
normally occur, then by means of a corner, renew the boundary 
layer energy, and allow a greater deflection".

"3. Entrainment of. additional air by dragging the stationary 
air along with the primary jet, providing an additional mass 
flow. It is well-known that a jet of any fluid has the property 
at its surface to drag stationary fluid into motion by means of 
frictional forces. Compared to a free jet which can cause en
trainment on all sides, the Coanda device, due to the required 
contact of one side of the jet with the wall, can entrain 
fluid along only one side."
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"The Coanda device has inherent energy losses, which are 
produced by the action of the device, as follows:

"l. Loss due to friction along the series of surfaces 
while a change in direction of motion occurs,V

"2, Loss due to boundary layer energy renewal.V
"These two losses will always be present and since a simple 

divergent nozzle will produce the useful part of the Coanda 
Effect which is the increase in the velocity and mass flow of 
the primary stream, and the entrainment of the ambient air, these 
losses appear to limit the practical use of such a device.
Only where it would be necessary to deflect a fluid jet through 
an angular displacement for application purposes to efficiently 
utilize the energy of the jet, does it appear advantageous to 
use the Coanda Effect,','

In 19̂ 48 investigation of the Coanda phenomenon was conducted 
by Boyer (Ref 2) using a simple two dimensional model and a single 

flat plate deflecting surface to test the effects upon the flow of 
varying some physical characteristics, such as flap angle and 
length, orifice overhang, etc. It was shown that the 'Coanda Effect* 
could be used to reduce the slot pressure of the primary jet and 
augment the mass rate of flow of a jet, '

A follow up study was done by Harwood (Ref 11) in I9I4.9 which 
primarily concerned itself with the effects upon the flow of the 
physical characteristics of the Coanda slot and deflection surface,

The first serious doubts as to the efficacy of the sharp 
corners as a means of deflecting flow were raised by Yen (Ref 27) 
in 1955 on the basis that

", , , the theoretical flow pattern for a perfect fluid 
around a sharp edge can never be realized in a real fluid with 
viscosity. The boundary layer builds up at a rapid rate and 
separation occurs as a result of the large pressure gradient 
downstream from the sharp edge,"
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Yen took the limiting case of Metral’s work where the sharp
corner was smoothed out to a rounded corner* He showed that the
increase of mass flow rate is reduced by the use of the rounded
corner instead of the sharp edge. Yen stated that,

"An analytical investigation of the *Coanda Effect8 
considering the viscosity of the fluid is very difficult and 
seems to be out of the question. A qualitative analysis 
shows that the 8Coanda Effect8 is seriously limited by the 
viscous effect of the fluid. Consequently, unless effective 
and accurate boundary layer control techniques can be devised 
and applied, the practical value of the 8Coanda Nozzle8 
appears to be doubtful.88

1.3.2 Turn Effect of the Coanda Phenomenon
With an increase in concern by the Department of Defense with 

the development of a vertical take-off aircraft, the flow turning 
effect of the Coanda phenomenon was investigated by von Glahn 

(Ref 23 & 2k) in 1958. His investigations covered single flat plate, 
curved surface and multiple flat plate deflection surfaces. He was 
primarily interested in turn efficiencies and lift to ideal thrust 
ratios. Since he considered unlikely the possibility of augmenting 
the flow in a ninety degree turn, he made no attempt to improve the 
mixing between the primary jet and atmospheric air. To obtain 
favorable lift to ideal thrust ratios, it was necessary to have as. 
large a negative pressure distribution along his deflection surface as 
possible. When employing a smoothly curved flap, he had between 
this flap and the nozzle a six degree deflected flat surface approx
imately one tenth the length of the radius of the flap. He introduced 
this initially deflected flat surface for the purpose of eliminating 
positive pressure gradients at the exit of the nozzle which he claimed
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existed when the smoothly curved surface was placed tangentially 
to the exit nozzle. The pressure distribution was a series of 
irregular undulations which were difficult to understand. He ob
tained turning efficiencies of .88 and claimed to be able to increase 
this efficiency to .95 with a modification of the geometry of the 
curved flap.

Recent investigations conducted by Hiller Aircraft (Ref U) ■ 
reveal lift to thrust ratios of up to .90 utilizing a smoothly 
curved flap tangent to the exit of the nozzle. Unlike von Glahn*s 
results, they obtain a smooth pressure distribution with no positive 
gradient at the nozzle exit. They too are seemingly convinced of the 
inutility of pursuing further the idea of obtaining thrust augmentation 
from an unshrouded nozzle. They are commencing to study seriously 
the •Goanda Effect* as a turning device.

Additional recent reports have been written by Bailey, (Ref 1) 

Korbacher (Ref 7)> Newman (Ref 9)> and Nakaguchi (Ref l'k) all 
attempting to shed additional light on some of the complexities 
which have been raised.

It is with this background that the present study is initiated. 
Considerations of augmentation and mixing efficiencies of primary 
and secondary flow will be subordinated to investigation of the 
turning propensities of the ’Coanda Effect'.

1.4 Purpose of Study
It is the objective of this study to investigate the effect, 

employing a smoothly curved flap placed adjacent to a jet issuing
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from a rectangular slot, of varying the pressure ratio (P p A W ) “•

a. tpon separation
b. on turn efficiencies
c. on pressure distribution along the surface of the

deflecting surface



CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 The Starting Vortex
When a fluid stream issuing from a slot is deflected, the 

following results will occur:
a. a low pressure in the slot
b. the effect of induced flow in the jet
c. a force on the deflecting surface.
These three effects can primarily be attributed to the 

existence of a free vortex at the junction of the slot with the 
deflecting flap. For an ideal fluid, the velocity around a corner 
is infinite resulting in a very low pressure. This region of low 
pressure extends back into the primary jet slot.

Referring to Figure 3s it can be seen that a starting vortex 
arises from the fact that particles of ambient air in proximity 
to the boundaries of the jet are caused to flow with the jet.
Now if the flow is restricted to flow two dimensionally, there is 
no source of air to be entrained in the jet on the side adjacent to 
the bounded surface. Thus, air must proceed upstream at a certain 
minimum velocity in order to be entrained by the jet. The pressure 
between the jet and the flap is reduced resulting from the fact that 
the entrained air is being removed. The pressure of the unbound 

surface of the jet is equal to that of the ambient air. Since the

19
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pressure of the unbound surface of the jet is greater than that 
which is at the bound surface, the flow is forced to deflect along 
the flap.
2.2 Flow Along a Curved Flap

Any bending of a jet around an unbound surface must be the 
result of a pressure difference normal to the flow. This differ
ential pressure zkP results from a lowered pressure along the 
bound surface of the jet. This lowered pressure9 as discussed 
above, is a viscous phenomenon. The flow along a curved flap is 
the limiting case of multiple flat plate deflection surfaces. 

Mathematically, the turning phenomenon can be described thuslys

Consider the motion of an element of the fluid as it moves 
along a curved path of radius R (Fig U). It is immediately apparent 
that the application of Newton's second law results in the following 
relationships among force, pressure and acceleration.

25K - Force 
R

m -?Rd9dR (assuming t << R)
Force - Pressure x Area 3 Rd©dP
?Rd©dR¥2 _ Rd©dP 

R

dP - AP % t̂ (where t -dR)
R

For incompressible, inviscid, steady flow, Bernoulli's 
Equation is

^total s P  +^ e v 2atm
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Q v ~  2(pt-Pa)
4p = 2t (P pa) 

R

The coefficient of pressure equals

c- ' &
2 1 a p
R Pt - pa Pp « P

since Pp s Pt and P* = Pa «

For the case of isentropic, compressible, one dimensional
flow of a perfect gas, consideration of the energy equation gives

XzL
~— . y

K-l

Pp ( P . 1 ̂  K
Pp ^ Pp ) 7d-/

RTf,
p - r f r j

R is gas constant

Recalling that where centrifugal acceleration of the flow equals

the pressure forces across the jet, dP _ fv2 . Substituting from
dR " R

above for (>VP, 6P can be obtained from compressible flow as followsj

Rdf.
d R ■ h (i f

x-& (
**/

= p- i < /
j.

-  70  ^  f ( i f

9

P

(fh / • 4--



If dRst and dPsAPj for the case of compressible flow

A P - 7. o
R R » Radius of flap



TEST APPARATUS AND DATA MEASURING EQUIPMENT

3.1 Test Apparatus
An experimental Coanda test set-up was planned and con

structed at the Air Force Academy Aeronautical Laboratory. The 

jet turning angle and the jet mass flow was designed to be variable. 
Static pressure measurements along the flap and in the jet slot as 
well as force measurements were made. An overview of the test 
stand supporting the basic apparatus employed is shown in Figures 

5-7.
3.1.1 Air Supply

Continuous air flow was provided to the' test section by two 
200 horsepower three stage compressors each having a 600 cubic feet per 
minute capacity (Fig 8). Air was supplied to six storage tanks 
with a total capacity of 5400 cubic feet at 600 psi. (Figure 9 
is a picture of the air pump and surge tanks employed). Pressure 
reduction valves were available to provide the desired pressure.
A one and one half inch orifice was placed in the main three inch 
supply line. Mass flow was measured using the isentropic formulas.

(p. 8-37 Eshbach).
3.1.2 Air Bearings

Air at approximately 68 degrees was supplied to the plenum • 
chamber by 2.0 inch diameter pipes. These pipes were placed exactly

■CHAPTER III
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opposite each other and perpendicular to the plenum chamber with 
the intent of eliminating lateral forces caused by the entering 

air. Initially, these lines were additionally isolated from the 
plenum chamber by flexible couplings strategically placed along the 
air supply lines. Preliminary tests disclosed excessive side forces 
resulting from the entering air. The flexible tubing was replaced 
by air bearings. Since this is believed to be the first use of 
air bearings in the literature of Coanda Experiments, a brief 

description seems to be warranted, A schematic of the air bearing 
flange (Figure 10) discloses that the air conduit is completely 
separated from the plenum chamber by a ,002 inch air cushion.
Hence, the possibility of lateral forces exerted by the entering 
air is eliminated. The air-bearing is placed immediately outside of 
the plenum chamber. The two inch plenum chamber delivery lines are 
rigidly affixed to the frame. Connecting rods link the two restrain

ing plates just adjacent to the airbearing pads (Figure 11), The 

air-bearings are rigidly spaced apart and attached to the plate 
which is in turn attached to the frame. The air-bearing has a ,002 
inch clearance between its floating face and the plenum chamber 
which ensures that the air leak is very small. The air-bearing 
pads are supplied from an independent source with air at 20 psi 
through rings of small holes in the face. Tests have shown that 
the lateral loads previously evident had been completely eliminated, 
(For a thorough discussion of air-bearings, see chapter XII, Lachman). 
3,1,3 Plenum Chamber and Slot

Aib was introduced into a 4 inch aluminum plate plenum chamber
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of nominal size of 18 x 12 x h.°5 inches. Ribs and baffles were 
designed into the interior of the plenum chamber for the dual 
purpose of strengthening the chamber and improving the flow 
characteristics. One corner of the chamber was open forming a slot 
the width of the chamber (11.50 inches) and .271 inches high 
(Figure 12).

3.1.4 Deflection Flap
" ■ Air through the slot was caused to flow over a 5i: inch
diameter cylindrical copper flap, (Figure 12). The surface of the 

flap was polished prior to each test run to minimize the effects 
of roughness on the flow. One sixteenth inch diameter static 
pressure ports were placed every five or ten degrees along the face 
of the flap. Lateral spacing as shown in Figure 12 was employed to 
minimize wake effect reported in the literature to occur where static 
pressure ports are placed in close proximity in a line parallel 
to the flow. Five static pressure taps were placed along the plenum 
plate to facilitate the measurement of pressure variation across the 
slot. A wedge was affixed to the cylinder (Figure 13) to ensure flow 
separation at any arbitrarily selected turning angle. Side plates 
were employed to maintain the two dimensionality of the flow 

desired for this series of experiments.
3.2 Data Measuring Equipment

Suitable mensuration devices were obtained for the 
measurement of the mass flow of air, the velocity through the 
slot, static pressure along the deflection flap surface and forces 
acting on the flap.
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3.2.1 Mass Flow Measurement
The isentropic mass flow relationships were employed 

(Eshbach p. 8=37).

The unknowns are seen to be the upstream pressure (P^), the 

pressure at the orifice (P2) and the upstream temperature (T^). 

These values were obtained by pressure taps and a temperature gauge 
as shown in Figure lU.
3.2.2 Slot Velocity

The ideal velocity of flow through the slot was 

determined using the isentropic velocity formula (Eshbach pa 8-37).

i, O X  ) r  T,
1
p 4-/

Hzl i

A static pressure tap into the plenum chamber provided the value of 
p^. Upstream temperature was obtained from a thermometer as il= 
lustrated in Figure 13. Downstream pressure was taken as the am= 
bient room pressure.
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3.2.3 Static Pressure Along Deflection Plate and Plenum Plate
One sixteenth inch pressure ports were drilled into the

deflection flap as well as the plenum plate (Figure 12). The 
ports were placed at 5 degree increments (approximately .25 inches 
apart longitudinally) and with sufficient lateral separation to 
preclude wake interference. The pressure ports were attached to 
manometer boards which provided an immediate picture of the pressures 
along the surfaces. Photographs of the manometer boards provided 
instantaneous recordings and eliminated variations which would have 
occurred by recording the readings individually. (Figure 15 is 
an illustrative portrayal of manometer readings which were photo- 
graphed for each pressure and flap configuration).

3.2.4 Force Measuring Equipment
A major limitation to the effectiveness of many of the 

studies of the Coanda phenomenon has been in the design of the 
force measuring equipment. It is believed that the resulting 
force measuring equipment employed in this study adequately 

resolves the difficulties previously encountered and provides 
highly accurate data.

The plenum chamber was rigidly affixed to a thin steel 

plate so that all forces acting on the deflection flap were 
transmitted to the plate (Figure 11). Lift was measured by three 
two-force members connecting the plate to steel straps to each of 
which were attached two SR-4 strain gauges (Figure 16). (See 
Higdon and Stiles p. 104 for a complete discussion of two-force
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members)» Each pair of strain gauges was then connected to an 
SR-U Baldwin Strain Indicator (Figure 17). A reading of the 
three lift components in series eliminated the complications 
other experimenters have had with the moment forces. Drag 
forces were obtained by one two-force member placed at the rear 
of the plate and similarly attached as described for the lift 
measurements.

To increase the accuracy, of the force measurementss it was 
found to be necessary to minimize the deflection of the load strap. 
This was accomplished by compensating for the dead weight load of 

the plenum chamber and attached equipment by cantilevered weights 
calibrated to zero the strain indicators prior to blowing (Figure 16).



CHAPTER IV

TEST PROCEDURE AND DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1 Test Procedure
After initially calibrating the force measuring equipment, 

tests were run at three flap settings| zero degrees, ninety degrees, 
and 180 degrees. The determination of flap angle was based upon the 
position of the wedge on the deflection surface relative to the di
rection of the undeflected axial flow. These three positions were 
arbitrarily selected as being the directions which would be of most 

apparent interest. The zero degree flap setting was primarily em
ployed for initial calibration. The ninety degree turn angle could 
be of interest in vertical take-off considerations and the 180 
degree position could conceivably have application in reverse thrust 

mechanisms.
At each of the three flap settings, the pressure ratios P /Ĥ , 

were varied from approximately 1.0 to 1.5 in ten roughly equal 
increments and the results recorded. The pressure ratios were 

controlled to preclude choked flow in the slot. The experimental 
data obtained from each of the thirty runs were:

a. static pressure in the slot '
b. the static pressure along the deflection surface
c. lift and drag forces
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de plenum pressure and temperature, 
ko2 Data Analysis

While the data obtained could have been treated in a 
myriad different ways $ this investigation focussed upon four re
lated considerations which have either not been covered adequately 
in the literature or were the object of contradictory evidence.
These phases of investigation fall into the broad areas of:

a. deflection surface static pressure distribution as a 
function of pressure ratio (Pp/P**,).

b, effective flow separation as a function of pressure ratio.

Co turn efficiencies
do flow turning forces.

U.2.1 Deflection Surface Static Pressure Distribution
With the flow deflected ninety degrees3 to optimize the 

lift availables it is essential that the negative pressures along 

the surface of the deflection flap be as large as possible, 
von Glahn (Ref 24) indicated that with the curved flap placed 
tangentially to the initial flow axis^ a positive pressure could 
be expected adjacent to the slot. This would have the effect of 
lessening the lift force. Avro Aircraft (Ref 4) obtained only 
negative pressures along the flap regardless of the angle at which 
the deflection surface was initially placed relative to the axial 
direction of the flow.

Both Bailey (Ref 2) and von Glahn (Ref 24) reported that 

pressures along the deflection flap were decidely undulatory in



nature. The former also reported flow separation just outside of 
the slot and subsequent reattachment.

Even a cursory view of Figures 18 and 19 discloses that 

there existed a negative pressure along the entire length of the 
deflection surface. It would appear then that a positive pressure 
just outside of the flap is not induced by placing the deflection• 
curve tangent to the jet axis. This leads further to the assumption 
that there is no initial detachment of the flow with subsequent re
attachment. The flow appears to remain at least partially at
tached over the entire surface of the flap. (Detailed data contain
ing pressure distribution^ lift and drag measurements as a function 
of pressure ratio and flap setting, are available at the Department 
of Aerospace Engineering, University of Arizona).

There is little evidence to support Bailey’s contention that 
the pressure undulates along the entire surface of the deflection 
curve. For the case of the' flap deflection of 90 degrees, the 
pressure is seen to increase smoothly from just outside of the 
slot to a point approximately IjO degrees from the slot and then again 
smoothly increase from approximately 60 degrees of turn to the end 
of the wedge. The pressure is seen to increase sharply at approx
imately 50 degrees from the slot (Figure is).

For the case where £ = 180°, (Figure 19) the surface pressure 

smoothly decreases for the first 20 degrees of turn, fluctuates be
tween 20 and 50 degrees of turn, and steadily increases throughout 
the remainder of the turn.
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While it is possible that additional pressure readings between 
the drilled pressure ports could disclose evidences of undulation, 
in view of the proximity of the existent pressure taps, it is highly 
unlikely that the additional pressure taps would appreciably alter 
the pressure pattern reading,

Bailey claims it to be highly likely that the pressure 
fluctuations over the limited area of the flap is analagous to 
those known to exist in the wake of an underexpanded jet, 
k'2o2 Flow Separation

Some limited attempts have been made visually to determine 
flow separation by means of smoke introduced into the flow, oil 
on the surface of the flap, etc. (Ref 2k)» Difficulties have 
been encountered in attempting to determine experimentally the 

precise separation point. For the purposes of this study, Effective 
Flow Separation from the curved surface was considered to take 
place at the point given by the arctangent of the ratio of measured 
lift to drag. In all cases, this point correlated highly with the 
general area of separation indicated by tufts introduced into the 
jet stream. Figures 20 and 21 relate angle of jet turning to 
pressure ratio. Relating Figures 20 and 21 to Figures 18 and 19, 

it can be seen that other than for the lowest blowing ratios, 
complete flow detachment does not occur until outboard of the end 
of the wedge.

4.2.3 Turning Efficiencies
To facilitate a comparison of the data obtained in this
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investigation with those of Bailey and von Glahn, one definition 
of Turn Efficiency will be similar to that used in the aforementioned 
studies. From Bailey J^ - ^ / A  Pp measured

fv /A P/* ideal
Ideal Thrust can be determined as follows:

F  - but ft- and V  ™ C  At**

F  = Po . A C = y  R  r _
R  T L

F  - P- A  f  - R  /H x
1 /? n

But the Mach number can be expressed as a pressure ratio.

The horizontal turning efficiency is similarly determined to be

S ~ ' t / I measured
ideal

Figures 22 and 23 show the relationship of horizontal and vertical 
turning efficiency with pressure ratio for both ^  = 90° and 
E = 180°. Figure 2I4. compares the ratio of horizontal to vertical 
turning efficiencies of various studies with the ideal cosine law 

(Ref 12).
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TURN EFFICIENCY ( J ) VS PRESSURE RATIO 
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VERTICAL TURNING EFFICIENCY 
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Although the maximum turning efficiency in this study is 
slightly less than that reported as optimum by Bailey (.89 as 
compared to .92), no attempt was made in this study to optimize 
the flap configuration. It is believed that even higher turning 
efficiencies could be induced by modifying the dimensions of the 
slot and turning surface.

Perhaps a more, useful method of defining Turning Efficiency 

might be the ratio of measured lift to measured thrust. By so 
doing, one could obtain the amount of actual thrust emitting from 
the slot that is being turned. Since there was less than a 1% 
difference between the pressure ratios of each run under the 

configuration £ = 0° and 6 = 90°, the measured drag for the 
former case (deflection wedge angle set to zero) was assumed to be 
equal to the thrust for the case of turning the flow 90 degrees. 
Figure 25 depicts the turning efficiency thus defined versus the 
pressure ratio. Me see that the turning efficiencies are extremely 
high being approximately 97%. Virtually all of the thrust finding 
its way through the slot is being turned to provide lift. (The 

horizontal turn efficiency ( ) for 6 = 90° as well as the turn
efficiency for € = 180° seem to be of considerably less interest

f
than for 6 = 90° and hence not shown on the attached figures). 
ij-.B.U Flow Turning Forces

As previously discussed in Chapter II, since the flow has 
been experimentally shown to cling to the unbound surface of a 
curved flap for as much as 180 degrees of turn, the centrifugal 
acceleration forces must be balanced by the pressure difference
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TURN EFFICIENCY VS PRESSURE RATIO
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across the jet,
dP = pV2 
dR R

This has been shown to be approximately equivalent to ■
A R  = 2t
Pp-B» R

Considering the flow to be compressible

&p~-10 f Pt L(t) - §] ior k■l,u
Figure 26 shows the relationship between the computed 2 t and
A P where ^ P  is analytically obtained using the above values 
Pp-R.®
and 4-P where ^ P  is the value obtained experimentally,

Pp-P«»
The data are obtained from one particular position along the 
deflection surface for ten pressure ratios. By so doing, an 
assumption can be made that the value of 1t* is constant. An 
analysis of the data contained in Figure 25 discloses a close ap
proximation of the value of 2 t with the computed pressure difference

R
across the jet. The measured pressure difference is uniformly lower 

than computed and ideal. Since we do not get 100% turning of the 
jet, pressure losses around the periphery of the turning surface 
can be expected.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Conclusions
It was shown that placing the curved deflection surface 

tangentially to the slot does not induce a positive pressure area 
just outside of the slot. There is no evidence of detachment and 
subsequent reattachment of the flow. The flow remains sensibly 

attached over the entire surface of the flap. Only for a relatively 
short traverse in the general area of 30 degrees of turn from the 
axial flow direction is there pressure undulation. Upstream of 

that area and downstream from it, the pressure is seen to be smoothly 
increasing.

For all but the lowest pressure ratioss effective flow attach
ment remained very high. If exactly 90 degrees or 180 degrees of 
effective flow turning is desired, it would be necessary to over
turn the flow by a slight amount to compensate for this relatively 
minor turning angle loss. Flow overturning angles could be readily 
determined for the particular apparatus geometry and pressure ratios 

utilized.
Measured flow turning forces compared favorably with the 

forces analytically determined to be required to turn the flow 
around the periphery of the curved deflection plate.

In spite of the fact that no attempt was made to optimize

60
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the geometry of the test equipment, turning efficiencies ( J ) 
of Q9% were obtained where turning efficiency was defined as the 
ratio of lift to ideal computed thrust. When lift was related to 
measured thrust, turn efficiencies ( ) of 97% were obtained.

With the high turning efficiencies reported both at the 90 

degrees and 180 degrees deflection, consideration might well be 
given to employing such a device for STOL and VTOL aircraft as well 
as for thrust reversal„
5.2 Recommendations for Further Research

It was readily apparent throughout this pilot study that for 
every facet of Coanda flow investigated, a myriad of questions were 
raised. It is hoped that subsequent studies in this area will in
vestigate such items as:

a. The effect upon the flow of the geometry of the Coanda 
apparatus for the purpose of obtaining scaling laws* Such dimensions 
as slot width, turn flap radius, initial angle of the flap with
the axial flow direction are all believed to have a bearing on 
the flow. Perhaps a combination of sharp corners and smoothly 
curved surfaces will enhance the turning efficiencies.

b. Dimensional analysis

c. The consequences of three dimensional flow.
d. The result of a pressure ratio which provides choked 

flow in the slot.

e. Flow visualization, e.g. smoke patterns, oil patterns, 
Schlieren or shadowgraph. This would shed light on boundary layer 
growth and jet spreading.
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